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Syntactic Structures Noam Chomsky
Noam Chomsky's first book on syntactic structures is one of the first serious
attempts on the part of a linguist to construct within the tradition of scientific
theory-construction a comprehensive theory of language which may be
understood in the same sense that a chemical, biological theory is understood by
experts in those fields. It is not a mere reorganization of the data into a new kind
of library catalogue, nor another specualtive philosophy about the nature of man
and language, but rather a rigorus explication of our intuitions about our language
in terms of an overt axiom system, the theorems derivable from it, explicit results
which may be compared with new data and other intuitions, all based plainly on
an overt theory of the internal structure of languages; and it may well provide an
opportunity for the application of explicity measures of simplicity to decide
preference of one form over another form of grammar.
Nobel Laureate in Literature Wole Soyinka considers all of Africa--indeed, all the
world--as he poses this question: once repression stops, is reconciliation
between oppressor and victim possible? In the face of centuries-long devastation
wrought on the African continent and her Diaspora by slavery, colonialism,
Apartheid, and the manifold faces of racism, what form of recompense could
possibly suffice? In a voice as eloquent and humane as it is forceful, Soyinka
boldly challenges in these pages the notions of simple forgiveness, confession,
and absolution as strategies for social healing. Ultimately, he turns to art--poetry,
music, painting, etc.--as the one source that can nourish the seed of
reconciliation: art is the generous vessel that can hold together the burden of
memory and the hope of forgiveness. Based on Soyinka's Stewart-McMillan
lectures delivered at the DuBois Institute at Harvard, The Burden of Memory
speaks not only to those concerned specifically with African politics, but also to
anyone seeking the path to social justice through some of history's most
inhospitable terrain.
The two most popular titles by the noted linguist and critic in one volume—an ideal
introduction to his work. On Language features some of Noam Chomsky’s most
informal and highly accessible work. In Part I, Language and Responsibility,
Chomsky presents a fascinating self-portrait of his political, moral, and linguistic
thinking. In Part II, Reflections on Language, Chomsky explores the more general
implications of the study of language and offers incisive analyses of the
controversies among psychologists, philosophers, and linguists over fundamental
questions of language. “Language and Responsibility is a well-organized, clearly
written and comprehensive introduction to Chomsky’s thought.” —The New York
Times Book Review “Language and Responsibility brings together in one
readable volume Chomsky’s positions on issues ranging from politics and
philosophy of science to recent advances in linguistic theory. . . . The clarity of
presentation at times approaches that of Bertrand Russell in his political and
more popular philosophical essays.” —Contemporary Psychology “Reflections on
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Language is profoundly satisfying and impressive. It is the clearest and most
developed account of the case of universal grammar and of the relations
between his theory of language and the innate faculties of mind responsible for
language acquisition and use.” —Patrick Flanagan
Outstanding and unique contribution to the philosophical study of language and
mind by Noam Chomsky.
This second edition of Syntactic Theory: A Formal Introduction expands and
improves upon a truly unique introductory syntax textbook. Like the first edition,
its focus is on the development of precisely formulated grammars whose
empirical predictions can be directly tested. There is also considerable emphasis
on the prediction and evaluation of grammatical hypotheses, as well as on
integrating syntactic hypotheses with matters of semantic analysis. The book
covers the core areas of English syntax from the last quarter century, including
complementation, control, "raising constructions," passives, the auxiliary system,
and the analysis of long distance dependency constructions. Syntactic Theory's
step-by-step introduction to a consistent grammar in these core areas is
complemented by extensive problem sets drawing from a variety of languages.
The book's theoretical perspective is presented in the context of current models
of language processing, and the practical value of the constraint-based, lexicalist
grammatical architecture proposed has already been demonstrated in computer
language processing applications. This thoroughly reworked second edition
includes revised and extended problem sets, updated analyses, additional
examples, and more detailed exposition throughout. Praise for the first edition:
"Syntactic Theory sets a new standard for introductory syntax volumes that all
future books should be measured against."—Gert Webelhuth, Journal of
Linguistics
Tekst, gebaseerd op lezingen, in 1979 tijdens de GLOW conferentie te Pisa
gehouden
For sale in all countries except Japan. For customers in Japan: please contact Yushodo
Co. The general aim of the Senshu University Project The Development of the AngloSaxon Language and Linguistic Universals is investigation of structural characteristics
common to the Germanic languages, such as English, German and Norwegian, and of
works on and in the tradition of Generative Grammar founded by Noam Chomsky in the
1950s. The central idea of Generative Grammar, that the nature of natural-language
syntax can be captured by a finite set of rules which are able to produce an infinite set
of well-formed structures has been highly evaluated and influential even in related fields
such as biolinguistics, philosophy, psychology and computer science. Noam Chomsky
and Language Descriptions is a collection of articles that focus on the earliest but
essential linguistic theory proposed by Noam Chomsky and articles that discuss
specific topics pertaining to the study Germanic languages, in particular English and
German. It is divided into two parts: Part 1. Genesis of Generative Grammar; and Part
2. Current Issues in Language Descriptions. The present book will be of general
interest to linguists who seek to understand the original idea of Generative Grammar
and nature of the Germanic languages.
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Featuring an essay by the author on the role of intellectuals in society and government,
a fascinating volume sheds light on the relation between language, mind, and brain,
combining the latest research in linguistics with the everchanging field of neuroscience
to create a groundbreaking linguistic theory. Simultaneous. (Science & Mathematics)
Indispensable look at American military involvement in Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos
until 1970.
2 volumes.
Transformational syntax is an analytic technique of grammatical description which has
exciting psychological and philosophical ramifications inspiring creative research into
the conceptual powers and behaviour of man. In this book, first published in 1971, the
author suggests that the techniques of the classical period (1964-66) of
transformational syntax provide the securest foundation for syntactic analysis, and are
indispensable if students are to understand recent changes to the analytical technique.
This title will be of interest to students of language and linguistics.
Written by David Hornsby, who is a current Linguistics lecturer and researcher at the
University of Kent, Linguistics - The Essentials is designed to give you everything you
need to succeed, all in one place. It covers the key areas that students are expected to
be confident in, outlining the basics in clear jargon-free English, and then providing
added value features like summaries of key books, and even lists of questions you
might be asked in your seminar or exam. The book uses a structure that mirrors many
university courses on linguistics - with separate chapters focusing on linguistic thought,
syntax, sound systems, morphology, semantics, pragmatics, language acquisition, and
much more.
The Minimalist Program consists of four recent essays that attempt to situate linguistic theory
in the broader cognitive sciences. In these essays the minimalist approach to linguistic theory
is formulated and progressively developed. Building on the theory of principles and parameters
and, in particular, on principles of economy of derivation and representation, the minimalist
framework takes Universal Grammar as providing a unique computational system, with
derivations driven by morphological properties, to which the syntactic variation of languages is
also restricted. Within this theoretical framework, linguistic expressions are generated by
optimally efficient derivations that must satisfy the conditions that hold on interface levels, the
only levels of linguistic representation. The interface levels provide instructions to two types of
performance systems, articulatory-perceptual and conceptual-intentional. All syntactic
conditions, then, express properties of these interface levels, reflecting the interpretive
requirements of language and keeping to very restricted conceptual resources. The Essays
Principles and Parameters Theory Some Notes on Economy of Derivation and Representation
A Minimalist Program for Linguistic Theory Categories and Transformations in a Minimalist
Framework
Chomsky proposes a reformulation of the theory of transformational generative grammar that
takes recent developments in the descriptive analysis of particular languages into account.
Beginning in the mid-fifties and emanating largely form MIT, an approach was developed to
linguistic theory and to the study of the structure of particular languages that diverges in many
respects from modern linguistics. Although this approach is connected to the traditional study
of languages, it differs enough in its specific conclusions about the structure and in its specific
conclusions about the structure of language to warrant a name, "generative grammar." Various
deficiencies have been discovered in the first attempts to formulate a theory of transformational
generative grammar and in the descriptive analysis of particular languages that motivated
these formulations. At the same time, it has become apparent that these formulations can be
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extended and deepened.The major purpose of this book is to review these developments and
to propose a reformulation of the theory of transformational generative grammar that takes
them into account. The emphasis in this study is syntax; semantic and phonological aspects of
the language structure are discussed only insofar as they bear on syntactic theory.
A COMPANION TO CHOMSKY Widely considered to be one of the most important public
intellectuals of our time, Noam Chomsky has revolutionized modern linguistics. His thought has
had a profound impact upon the philosophy of language, mind, and science, as well as the
interdisciplinary field of cognitive science which his work helped to establish. Now, in this new
Companion dedicated to his substantial body of work and the range of its influence, an
international assembly of prominent linguists, philosophers, and cognitive scientists reflect
upon the interdisciplinary reach of Chomsky’s intellectual contributions. Balancing theoretical
rigor with accessibility to the non-specialist, the Companion is organized into eight
sections—including the historical development of Chomsky’s theories and the current state of
the art, comparison with rival usage-based approaches, and the relation of his generative
approach to work on linguistic processing, acquisition, semantics, pragmatics, and philosophy
of language. Later chapters address Chomsky’s rationalist critique of behaviorism and related
empiricist approaches to psychology, as well as his insistence upon a “Galilean” methodology
in cognitive science. Following a brief discussion of the relation of his work in linguistics to his
work on political issues, the book concludes with an essay written by Chomsky himself,
reflecting on the history and character of his work in his own words. A significant contribution to
the study of Chomsky’s thought, A Companion to Chomsky is an indispensable resource for
philosophers, linguists, psychologists, advanced undergraduate and graduate students, and
general readers with interest in Noam Chomsky’s intellectual legacy as one of the great
thinkers of the twentieth century.
Chomsky's atavistic revolution (with a little help from his enemies) / John E. Joseph -- The
equivocation of form and notation in generative grammar / Christopher Beedham -- Chomsky's
paradigm : what it includes and what it excludes / Joanna Radwanska-Williams -- "Scientific
revolutions" and other kinds of regime change / Stephen O. Murray -- Noam and Zellig / Bruce
Nevin -- Chomsky 1951a and Chomsky 1951b / Peter T. Daniels -- Grammar and language in
syntactic structures : transformational progress and structuralist "reflux" / Pierre Swiggers -Chomsky's other revolution / R. Allen Harris -- Chomsky between revolutions / Malcolm D.
Hyman -- What do we talk about, when we talk about "universal grammar" and how have we
talked about it? / Margaret Thomas -- Migrating propositions and the evolution of generative
grammar / Marcus Tomalin -- Universalism and human difference in Chomskyan linguistics :
the first "superhominid" and the language faculty / Christopher Hutton -- The evolution of
meaning and grammar : Chomskyan theory and the evidence from grammaticalization / T.
Craig Christy -- Chomsky in search of a pedigree / Camiel Hamans & Pieter A.M. Seuren -The "linguistics wars" : a tentative assessment by an outsider witness / Giorgio Graffi -- British
empiricism and transformational grammar : a current debate / Jacqueline Léon -Historiography's contribution to theoretical linguistics / Julie Tetel Andresen.
Language and Problems of Knowledge is Noam Chomsky's most accessible statement on the
nature, origins, and current concerns of the field of linguistics. He frames the lectures with four
fundamental questions: What do we know when we are able to speak and understand a
language? How is this knowledge acquired? How do we use this knowledge? What are the
physical mechanisms involved in the representation, acquisition, and use of this knowledge?
Starting from basic concepts, Chomsky sketches the present state of our answers to these
questions and offers prospects for future research. Much of the discussion revolves around our
understanding of basic human nature (that we are unique in being able to produce a rich,
highly articulated, and complex language on the basis of quite rudimentary data), and it is here
that Chomsky's ideas on language relate to his ideas on politics.The initial versions of these
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lectures were given at the Universidad Centroamericana in Managua, Nicaragua, in March
1986. A parallel set of lectures on contemporary political issues given at the same time has
been published by South End Press under the title On Power and Ideology: The Managua
Lectures. Language and Problems of Knowledge is sixteenth in the series Current Studies in
Linguistics, edited by Jay Keyser.
In The Ideological Structure of Linguistic Theory Geoffrey J. Huck and John A. Goldsmith
provide a revisionist account of the development of ideas about semantics in modern theories
of language, focusing particularly on Chomsky's very public rift with the Generative
Semanticists about the concept of Deep Structure.
Berwick and Chomsky draw on recent developments in linguistic theory to offer an evolutionary
account of language and humans' remarkable, species-specific ability to acquire it. “A loosely
connected collection of four essays that will fascinate anyone interested in the extraordinary
phenomenon of language.” —New York Review of Books We are born crying, but those cries
signal the first stirring of language. Within a year or so, infants master the sound system of
their language; a few years after that, they are engaging in conversations. This remarkable,
species-specific ability to acquire any human language—“the language faculty”—raises
important biological questions about language, including how it has evolved. This book by two
distinguished scholars—a computer scientist and a linguist—addresses the enduring question of
the evolution of language. Robert Berwick and Noam Chomsky explain that until recently the
evolutionary question could not be properly posed, because we did not have a clear idea of
how to define “language” and therefore what it was that had evolved. But since the Minimalist
Program, developed by Chomsky and others, we know the key ingredients of language and
can put together an account of the evolution of human language and what distinguishes us
from all other animals. Berwick and Chomsky discuss the biolinguistic perspective on
language, which views language as a particular object of the biological world; the
computational efficiency of language as a system of thought and understanding; the tension
between Darwin's idea of gradual change and our contemporary understanding about
evolutionary change and language; and evidence from nonhuman animals, in particular vocal
learning in songbirds.
Linguistic Theory in America
How Language Began revolutionizes our understanding of the one tool that has allowed us to
become the "lords of the planet." Mankind has a distinct advantage over other terrestrial
species: we talk to one another. But how did we acquire the most advanced form of
communication on Earth? Daniel L. Everett, a “bombshell” linguist and “instant folk hero”
(Tom Wolfe, Harper’s), provides in this sweeping history a comprehensive examination of the
evolutionary story of language, from the earliest speaking attempts by hominids to the more
than seven thousand languages that exist today. Although fossil hunters and linguists have
brought us closer to unearthing the true origins of language, Daniel Everett’s discoveries have
upended the contemporary linguistic world, reverberating far beyond academic circles. While
conducting field research in the Amazonian rainforest, Everett came across an age-old
language nestled amongst a tribe of hunter-gatherers. Challenging long-standing principles in
the field, Everett now builds on the theory that language was not intrinsic to our species. In
order to truly understand its origins, a more interdisciplinary approach is needed—one that
accounts as much for our propensity for culture as it does our biological makeup. Language
began, Everett theorizes, with Homo Erectus, who catalyzed words through culturally invented
symbols. Early humans, as their brains grew larger, incorporated gestures and voice
intonations to communicate, all of which built on each other for 60,000 generations. Tracing
crucial shifts and developments across the ages, Everett breaks down every component of
speech, from harnessing control of more than a hundred respiratory muscles in the larynx and
diaphragm, to mastering the use of the tongue. Moving on from biology to execution, Everett
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explores why elements such as grammar and storytelling are not nearly as critical to language
as one might suspect. In the book’s final section, Cultural Evolution of Language, Everett
takes the ever-debated “language gap” to task, delving into the chasm that separates “us”
from “the animals.” He approaches the subject from various disciplines, including
anthropology, neuroscience, and archaeology, to reveal that it was social complexity, as well
as cultural, physiological, and neurological superiority, that allowed humans—with our clawless
hands, breakable bones, and soft skin—to become the apex predator. How Language Began
ultimately explains what we know, what we’d like to know, and what we likely never will know
about how humans went from mere communication to language. Based on nearly forty years of
fieldwork, Everett debunks long-held theories by some of history’s greatest thinkers, from
Plato to Chomsky. The result is an invaluable study of what makes us human.
When it was first published in 1957, Noam Chomsky's Syntactic Structure seemed to be just a
logical expansion of the reigning approach to linguistics. Soon, however, there was talk from
Chomsky and his associates about plumbing mental structure; then there was a new
phonology; and then there was a new set of goals for the field, cutting it off completely from its
anthropological roots and hitching it to a new brand of psychology. Rapidly, all of Chomsky's
ideas swept the field. While the entrenched linguists were not looking for a messiah, apparently
many of their students were. There was a revolution, which colored the field of linguistics for
the following decades. Chomsky's assault on Bloomfieldianism (also known as American
Structuralism) and his development of Transformational-Generative Grammar was promptly
endorsed by new linguistic recruits swelling the discipline in the sixties. Everyone was talking
of a scientific revolution in linguistics, and major breakthroughs seemed imminent, but
something unexpected happened--Chomsky and his followers had a vehement and public
falling out. In The Linguistic Wars, Randy Allen Harris tells how Chomsky began reevaluating
the field and rejecting the extensions his students and erstwhile followers were making. Those
he rejected (the Generative Semanticists) reacted bitterly, while new students began to pursue
Chomsky's updated vision of language. The result was several years of infighting against the
backdrop of the notoriously prickly sixties. The outcome of the dispute, Harris shows, was not
simply a matter of a good theory beating out a bad one. The debates followed the usual
trajectory of most large-scale clashes, scientific or otherwise. Both positions changed
dramatically in the course of the dispute--the triumphant Chomskyan position was very
different from the initial one; the defeated generative semantics position was even more
transformed. Interestingly, important features of generative semantics have since made their
way into other linguistic approaches and continue to influence linguistics to this very day. And
fairly high up on the list of borrowers is Noam Chomsky himself. The repercussions of the
Linguistics Wars are still with us, not only in the bruised feelings and late-night war stories of
the combatants, and in the contentious mood in many quarters, but in the way linguists
currently look at language and the mind. Full of anecdotes and colorful portraits of key
personalities, The Linguistics Wars is a riveting narrative of the course of an important
intellectual controversy, and a revealing look into how scientists and scholars contend for
theoretical glory.
The notion of thinking as an outside, and the critical distance which this entails, is a key to an
understanding of Desai as writer, and a recurrent theme for the discussions of her novels and
short stories in her book. It informs her authorial perspectives on India, its places, scenes, and
people, and her creative engagement with those who, through a combination of accident and
choice, find themselves marginalised, displaced, and dispossessed. The search for other,
alternative, worlds outside of the social and cultural mainstream defines the self-identity of
many of Desai's characters, and underlines their problematic identification with the
communities in which they are located. Through detailed discussions of a number of short
stories and novels, and references to other works by Indo-English writers, this book shows how
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Desai maps her 'India', and opens up ways of reading 'India' for the reader as outsider.
2015 Reprint of 1957 Edition. Full facsimile of the original edition. Not reproduced with Optical
Recognition Software. American linguist Paul Postal wrote in 1964 that most of the "syntactic
conceptions prevalent in the United States" were "versions of the theory of phrase structure
grammars in the sense of Chomsky." British linguist John Lyons wrote in 1966 that "no work
has had a greater influence upon the current linguistic theory than Chomsky's Syntactic
Structures." Prominent historian of linguistics R. H. Robins wrote in 1967 that the publication of
Chomsky's "Syntactic Structures" was "probably the most radical and important change in
direction in descriptive linguistics and in linguistic theory that has taken place in recent years."
Another historian of linguistics Frederick Newmeyer considers "Syntactic Structures"
"revolutionary" for two reasons. Firstly, it showed that a formal yet non-empiricist theory of
language was possible and more importantly, it demonstrated this possibility in a practical
sense by formally treating a fragment of English grammar. Secondly, it put syntax at the center
of the theory of language. Syntax was recognized as the focal point of language production, in
which a finite set of rules can produce an infinite number of sentences. As a result, morphology
and phonology were relegated in importance. "Syntactic Structures" also initiated an
interdisciplinary dialog between philosophers of language and linguists. American philosopher
John Searle wrote that "Chomsky's work is one of the most remarkable intellectual
achievements of the present era, comparable in scope and coherence to the work of Keynes or
Freud. It has done more than simply produce a revolution in linguistics; it has created a new
discipline of generative grammar and is having a revolutionary effect on two other subjects,
philosophy and psychology." With its formal and logical treatment of language, Syntactic
Structures also brought linguistics and the new field of computer science closer together.

This volume explores the continuing relevance of Syntactic Structures to contemporary
research in generative syntax. The contributions examine the ideas that changed the
way that syntax is studied and that still have a lasting effect on contemporary work in
generative syntax. Topics include formal foundations, the syntax-semantics interface,
the autonomy of syntax, methods of data analysis, and detailed discussions of the role
of transformations. New commentary from Noam Chomsky is included.
Adriana Belletti here collects work by scholars presented at the University of Siena in
connection with a visit by Noam Chomsky. The book's eight articles touch on broader
theoretical questions related to Chomsky's Minimalist Program in particular.
Contributors include Guglielmo Cinque, Richard Kayne, Luigi Rizzi, Noam Chomsky,
and others.
Some classic ideas and analyses of transformational generative grammar are
introduced in this book. The focus in on the set of analyses treating English verbal
morphology and shows how the analyses in Chomsky's Syntactic structures actually
work.
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